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Abstract
In the literature data, several papers reported the synthesis by various chemical or physical methods of the  SrCu2O2 (SCO) 
having possible applications in thermoelectric or completely electronic devices such as solar cells, liquid crystal displays 
and touch screen. A great challenge is represented by the formation of the pure  SrCu2O2 (SCO), due to the high labiality of 
the Cu valence, depending on temperature. In the present paper, the thermal behavior of Sr–Cu–O gels obtained by sol–gel 
(SG) or microwave (MW)-assisted SG methods was studied in order to establish the appropriate thermal conditions for pure 
nanostructured  SrCu2O2 preparation. As reagents, copper and strontium acetylacetonate in alcoholic media were used. The 
starting solutions were homogenized either by stirring for 2 h at room temperature or were exposed to MW for 5 min at 
300 W and a frequency of 2.45 GHz. Both solutions were left to gel at room temperature. The obtained gels were investi-
gated by scanning electron microscopy, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, as well as by thermal analysis combined 
with evolved gas analysis (TG/DTA-MS) measurements in air, inert and reducing atmospheres. For both type of samples, 
a stepwise thermal decomposition of the gels was noticed in a large temperature range. In the case of samples obtained by 
microwave-assisted SG method, a higher number of thermal effects were registered assigned to a higher number of molecular 
species formed in the sample. The residues obtained by non-isothermal treatment up to 900 °C, of both type of samples, were 
investigated by X-ray diffraction. The results demonstrate the influence of the MW on the SG synthesis and on the thermal 
properties of the resulted gels. Based on the obtained results, the required thermal treatment of the gels in order to obtain 
convenient precursors powders for obtaining pure  SrCu2O2 could be proposed.
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Introduction

High-Tc superconductivity in complex copper oxides was 
one of the greatest discoveries of the last century. Most of 
the copper oxide superconductors possess a multilayered 
crystal structure. This discovery initiated massive research 
not only on new superconducting materials, but also on 
many related fields, involving multilayered transition metal 
oxide materials as transparent conducting oxides (TCO) with 
applications in flat panel displays, photovoltaic cells, low-e 
windows and organic optoelectronic devices [1].

Among the TCO materials,  Cu2SrO2 has been identified 
as a dopeable p-type non-delafossite TCO with synthesis 
temperatures as low as 400 °C [2–4].

For obtaining  SrCu2O2 transparent conducting oxides, 
several methods of preparation were used. Among the 
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physical methods of  SrCu2O2 synthesis, the pulsed laser 
deposition was mainly approached [5–11].

Chemical methods of  SrCu2O2 preparation are less stud-
ied. First chemical methods mentioned in the literature 
refer to chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [12] and metal-
organic chemical vapor deposition (MO-CVD) [13]. Among 
the chemical methods in liquid phase, sol–gel technique is 
a versatile and efficient method for pure or doped metal 
oxide films or powders preparation [14–17], showing some 
advantages over other preparation techniques. Such benefits 
are purity, homogeneity, possibility to introducing dopants 
in large quantities, ease of manufacturing, low processing 
temperature, control over the stoichiometry, composition, 
viscosity [18, 19]. According to Ginley et al. [20], the first 
study of  SrCu2O2 preparation by chemical method and solu-
tions depositions was published in 2003.

Combining the sol–gel method with the effect of ultra-
sounds or microwaves leads to improving the sol–gel pro-
cedure [21–24]. Microwaves are electromagnetic radiations 
with wavelengths ranging from 1 mm to 1 m with frequen-
cies between 300 MHz (100 cm) and 300 GHz (0.1 cm). 
Microwave heating mechanism is based on interactions 
between dipoles in materials and the electromagnetic micro-
waves. Microwave heating has certain benefits over conven-
tional ovens, as: reaction rate acceleration, milder reaction 
conditions, higher chemical yield, lower energy usage, dif-
ferent reaction selectivity [25, 26].

In the present paper, the thermal behavior of the Sr–Cu–O 
gels obtained by sol–gel (SG) and microwave (MW)-assisted 
sol–gel methods is approached in order to establish the most 
appropriate experimental conditions for obtaining precursor 
powders for pure  SrCu2O2 compound preparation.

Experimental

Sample preparation

The reagents used for the sample preparation were 0.25 
molar solutions of strontium acetyl acetonate (SrAcAc, 
Sr(C5H7O2)2 Alfa Aesar 99.99%) as strontium source 
and copper(II) acetyl acetonate (CuAcAc, Cu(C5H7O2)2 
Merck ≥ 99.0%) as cooper source in ethanol  (C2H5OH, 
absolute, Merck), as solvent. The triethanolamine (TEA, 
N(C2H4OH)3, Merck 99%) has the role of the chelating agent 
and was used in a molar ratio reagents:chelating agent = 1:1.

In the case of sol–gel (SG) method, the starting solution 
was homogenized under vigorous stirring for 2 h at 80 °C. 
The resulted sample was noted: Sr–Cu–O (SG).

In the case of microwave (MW)-assisted sol–gel method, 
the same starting solution was homogenized by stirring and 
exposing to microwaves (MW) for 5 min at 300 W and a 

frequency of 2.45 GHz. The resulted solution was noted: 
Sr–Cu–O (MW).

Methods of characterization

The synthesized samples were investigated by scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) using a high-resolution microscope, 
FEI Quanta 3D FEG model, operating at 30 kV.

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopic (FT-IR) inves-
tigations were realized using a Nicolet Spectrometer Nico 
6700 FT-IR between 400 and 4000 cm−1. The spectra of 
the gels were obtained using the KBr pellet technique. The 
spectra were recorded at a resolution of 4 cm−1.

The differential thermal and thermo-gravimetric analysis 
coupled with mass spectrometry TG/DTA-MS was studied 
by a STD 2960 simultaneous DTA/TGA (TA Instruments 
Inc.) thermal analyzer using a heating rate of 10 °C min−1 
and Pt crucibles. The investigations were realized in air, 
 N2 and 5%  H2/95% Ar atmospheres. Evolved gas analyti-
cal (EGA) curves were recorded by a Thermostar GSD 
200 (Balzers Instruments) quadrupole mass spectrometer 
(MS). A mass range between m/z = 1–64 was monitored 
through 64 channels in multiple ion detection mode (MID) 
with a measuring time of 0.5 s channel−1. On-line coupling 
between the TG/DTA and MS devices was achieved by a 
heated (T = 200 °C), 100% methyl deactivated fused silica 
capillary tube with inner diameter of 0.15 mm.

The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were meas-
ured with a PANalytical X’pert Pro MPD X-ray diffractom-
eter using Cu Kα irradiation. The patterns were collected 
using a Si single crystal sample holder.

Results and discussion

In the experimental conditions presented above, pieces of 
gels of different size and blueish-green color were obtained 
for both preparation methods (Fig. 1).

The FT-IR spectra of the prepared samples are presented 
in Fig. 2a, b, and the vibration bands are shown compara-
tively, in Table 1. In the case of both samples, many similar 
vibration peaks were recorded, but with different intensities. 
FT-IR spectra of the samples show small intensity vibrations 
of Sr–O and Cu–O and high intensity vibrations for organic 
and hydroxyl species [27].

Broad absorption bands between 3500 and 3200 cm−1 
indicate the presence of the hydroxyl groups, adsorbed water 
and amine groups [28, 29]. The band around 1380 cm−1 
is assigned to the amine group’s vibration, and the band 
at 1626 cm−1 is assigned to the bending vibration of the 
molecular water.

The bands around 825 and 593 cm−1 could be attrib-
uted to vibration of Sr–O [30], and the band at 508 cm−1 is 
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assigned to the Sr–O–Cu vibration [31] from the precursor 
powder. At lower wavelength values, the vibrational bands 
of metal oxygen bonds are presented with a weak intensity.

A higher number of vibration bands are observed for the 
samples obtained by MW-assisted sol–gel method, assigned 
to the presence of higher number of molecular species in the 
compositions of the samples.

The thermal analysis of the synthesized samples 
was realized in three different atmospheres (air,  N2 and 
5%H2/95%Ar) in order to establish their influence on the 
decomposition process. For the samples synthesized by 
sol–gel method, the TG/DTA and corresponding MS results 
are presented in Figs. 3–5.

The TGA–DTA curves for the samples thermally 
treated in air show the presence of two main and a third 
smaller decomposition steps. The first decomposition 
occurs between 150 and 250 °C being assigned to the 
elimination of the adsorbed water and structural organic 
part of the as-prepared sample and the second one is at 

about 250–450 °C, being correlated to the overlap of two 
effects: the elimination of the organic residue and their 
subsequent oxidation. Between 450 and 700 °C, there is no 
mass loss. Above this temperature, a small mass increse is 
possible do to the oxidation of mettalic species that could 
be formed during the decomposition of the sample. The 
third mass loss step takes place between 800 and 900 °C. 
The total mass loss of these three decomposition steps 
was 66.85%. The MS curves sustain the mentioned assign-
ments. The species shown on the MS spectra could be 
assigned to the following fragments: 18:  H2O+; 30:  C2H6 
or can be  NO+, 44: CO2

+, 46:  C2H5OH+ or can be NO2
+. 

The presence of 30 and 46 fragments in the evolved gases 
and their assignment to NO or  NO2, species could be 
explained by the presence of the triethanolamine (TEA) 
in high amount in the reaction mixture. They could be 
formed either by oxidation by the annealing atmosphere 
or by some internal oxidation reactions in the solid state.

Fig. 1  SEM images of the 
synthesized samples obtained 
by a sol–gel method and b by 
MW-assisted sol–gel method
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Fig. 2  The FT-IR spectra of the synthesized samples by a sol–gel method, b MW-assisted sol–gel method
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For the sample thermally treated in inert atmosphere  (N2), 
the decomposition takes place also in three main steps. The 
first step is similar; however, the second mass loss is com-
posed of overlapping processes. At first, an elongated mass 
loss begins, related to the decomposition and elimination 

of the carbonaceous residue. At the end of the second mass 
loss, some internal or external oxidation could have taken 
place, resulting in a sharp mass loss around 590 °C. Also 
in contrast to air, the third mass loss step is more defined 
in  N2. In  N2, the evolution of the same gases was observed, 
as mentioned before  (H2O+;  C2H6 and  NO+, CO2

+, 46: 
 C2H5OH+ and NO2

+). The final mass loss in inert atmosphere 

Table 1  FT-IR vibration band of the samples prepared by sol–gel and 
MW-assisted sol–gel method

Wavenumber/cm−1 Assignments and 
vibration modes

Sr–Cu–O (SG) Sr–Cu–O (MW)

452 453 Cu–O
508 – Sr–O–Cu
– 593 Sr–O
661 687 C–H
– 794 C–H
825 – Sr–O
– 930 C–H
– 1019 C–O
– 1238 C–O–C
1377 1387 Amine group
– 1528 νas (CO), C–H
– 1574 C=Oas

1623 1634 νs (OH) in water
2428 2388 CO3

2−

2920 2938 C–H, νas (CH)3

2996 – Amine group
– 3349 Amine group
3454 – H–O–H
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Fig. 3  Thermal decomposition curves in air for the sample synthe-
sized by sol–gel method
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Fig. 4  Thermal decomposition curves in N2 for the sample synthe-
sized by sol–gel method
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is higher by 3% (69.40% instead of 66.85%) than in air, 
which is explained by that in inert atmosphere the small 
mass increase above 700 °C due to the oxidation metallic 
species was missing.

In the case of the reductive atmosphere, the decomposi-
tion takes place in three main steps with the evolution of all 
four gases identified in the case of the decomposition of the 
gel in air and inert atmosphere  (H2O+;  C2H6 and  NO+, CO2

+, 
 C2H5OH+ and NO2

+). The complete mass loss is highest in 
the case of the sample annealed in reducing atmosphere, 
which is rationalized by that reduction (decrease in the oxi-
dation number) of the oxides takes place.

The DTA curve shows endothermic heat effects for 
decomposition processes; however, in air, this is soon over-
compensated by the combustion of the organic species, mak-
ing the DTA peaks exothermic. However, exothermic heat 
effects are present both in inert and reducing atmospheres 
at around 210–220 °C and 500–600 °C, pointing to that the 
process here is exothermic independent on the atmosphere. 
Most probably here some spontaneous ordering of the solid 
structure, or some inter- or intramolecular oxidation and 
combustion steps with the involvement of the organic mate-
rial, i.e., combustion processes among the oxygen-contain-
ing decomposition products and hydrocarbon moieties can 
take place.

In the case of thermal decomposition in air of the sam-
ple synthesized by MW-assisted sol–gel method, Sr–Cu–O 
(MW) (Fig. 6), four mass loss steps are visible, instead of 
three as in the case of the sol–gel sample. The total mass 
is 58.84%, which is considerably less than for the sol–gel 

sample, and this shows the higher stability of the intermedi-
ates of the MW sample. Furthermore, there are more pro-
nounced overlapping processes and with higher number, 
revealing the more complex nature of the thermal decom-
position of the MW sample. As a further new feature, there 
is an endothermic heat effect around 570–600 °C, most 
probably belonging to some decomposition processes, as 
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Fig. 6  Thermal decomposition curves in air for the sample synthe-
sized by MW-assisted sol–gel method
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revealed by the detection of  C2H6
+ and  C2H5OH+ fragments 

by the MS. 
The thermal decomposition of the MW sample in  N2 

(Fig. 7) is more similar to the sol–gel sample annealed in 
inert atmosphere. The previous decomposition and inter-
nal oxidation processes accompanied by exothermic heat 
effects around 200 °C and 600 °C were observed here as 
well. However, there were more pronounced overlapping 
processes here as well, similar to the MW sample annealed 
in air. The residual mass is again lower for the MW sample 
in  N2, than for the sol–gel sample. On the other hand, similar 
to the sol–gel sample, the mass of the residue of the MW 
sample annealed in air is higher than in  N2.

The thermal decomposition of the MW sample happens 
mostly in a similar way in reducing atmosphere (Fig. 8) as in 
inert one, until 400 °C. Then, as a considerably difference, 
compared to the MW sample annealed in  N2 and also to the 
sol–gel sample heated in reducing atmospheres, the second 
major mass loss step accompanied by the sharp exother-
mic heat effect happens at ca. 100–150 °C lower tempera-
tures. Most probably, the involvement of  H2 accelerates the 
inter- or intramolecular combustion steps and this is also 

supported by that the residual mass is lowest for the MW 
sample annealed in reducing atmospheres, among all the 
studied sol–gel and MW samples.

The results obtained by TG/DTA-MS investigations put 
in evidence the influence of MW on the sol–gel synthesis 
leading to more complex compositions of the resulted gels 
that contain higher number of molecular species with higher 
thermal stability. In the case of MW treated samples, more 
decomposition steps were observed. A similar behavior was 
observed in the case of V-doped  TiO2 gels obtained by MW-
assisted sol–gel method [32]. The results are in agreement 
with the FT-IR results that also identified more vibration 
bands for the samples obtained by MW sol–gel method.

Most commonly, the thermal treatments of the sol–gel 
synthesized materials are done in air atmosphere, in order 
to eliminate and burn out the organic part from their com-
positions. However, our studies show that complementary 
studies in both inert and reducing atmospheres are also use-
ful, as they carry additional information about the starting 
materials.

The X-ray diffraction spectra for the heated samples 
obtained by sol–gel and MW-assisted sol–gel method are 
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presented in Fig. 9a, b, respectively. Based on the XRD study 
of the sol–gel sample, the final product is composed of a 
mixture of phases. The main component is  SrCu2O3. Besides 
that SrO and CuO are present in considerable amounts, and 
only traces of  SrCO3 can be detected. When the sample is 
annealed in inert atmosphere, due to the missing oxidizing 
atmosphere, the amount of  SrCu2O3, SrO and CuO becomes 
smaller and Cu metal appears in significant amount. Traces 
of  SrCO3 can be still observed. Under reducing conditions, 
the residue is almost completely dominated by Cu, and all 
the other phases can be also guessed in tiny quantities.

The XRD pattern of the MW sample annealed in air 
shows that the residue is composed of CuO, revealing com-
plete oxidation of Cu. Similar to the sol–gel sample, traces 
of Sr-carbonate are also observed. When the sample was 
annealed in inert atmosphere, beside CuO,  Cu2O and Cu also 
appeared, revealing the partially reduced status of the Cu 
atom. When the heating was done in reducing atmosphere, 
the main product was copper metal.

In the case of the samples synthesized by MW-assisted 
sol–gel method, for all atmospheres in which the thermal 
treatment was done, powders with lower degree of crystal-
lization were obtained, leading to the conclusion that in the 
presence of the MW during the sol–gel process, higher num-
ber of molecular species with higher thermal stability and 
consequently lower tendency of crystallization were formed. 
The decomposition sequences of the sol–gel and MW sam-
ples have similarities, but also differences, as revealed pre-
viously by TG/DTA-MS and now by XRD. In the case of 
the sol–gel sample annealed in air, Sr–Cu–O phase was also 
present, while the MW sample heated in air had CuO as 
main component. In the case of the MW sample, partially 
reduced copper oxide was also observed, as an intermediate 
between CuO and Cu.

Differences regarding the formation of CuO-based com-
pounds prepared in the presence of microwaves were also 
previously mentioned [33].

Conclusions

Nanosized powders in the Sr–Cu–O system were obtained 
by sol–gel and microwave-assisted sol–gel methods, start-
ing with acetylacetonates, in alcoholic medium. The thermal 
decomposition of both types of samples was studied in air, 
 N2 and 5%H2/95%Ar atmosphere, and in all cases, a complex 
decomposition takes place.

The synthesis of the samples by microwave-assisted 
sol–gel method increases the complexity, and the thermal 
stability of the molecular species formed, as shown by TG/
DTA-MS measurements.

The X-ray diffraction study of the residues of the ther-
mal treatment has shown different structures of the samples. 
In the case of MW-assisted sol–gel method, samples with 
lower degree of crystallization were obtained. When the 
sol–gel sample was annealed in air,  SrCu2O3 was the main 
constituent. In contrast, the MW sample annealed in air was 
dominated by CuO. When the thermal treatment was done 
in inert or reducing atmospheres, the presence of Cu was 
also identified.

Powders prepared in the conditions discussed in the 
paper could be used as precursors for  SrCu2O2 prepara-
tion by supplementary thermal treatment in  H2 atmosphere 
or in high vacuum.
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